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EPCH organised an awareness

webinar (virtually) on "Trend &

Forecast - Jewellery & Accessories

Autumn/Winter 2022/23" on zoom

platform. Mr. Ravi K Passi, immediate

past Chairman, EPCH and Ms. Amla

Srivastava, Head Designer, EPCH and

a large number of leading member

exporters were present in the

session.

Ms. Amla Srivastava shared a

comprehensive overview of the key

trends for Accessories, Footwear &

Jewellery for Autumn/Winter

2022/23 (Material, Finishes, Texture)

with annecdotes from her experience

in the field of international trends and forecast.

Trend & Forecast - Jewellery & Accessories Autumn/Winter 2022/23
20th July 2021; EPCH New Delhi

 The participants were informed that the pandemic has

escalated trends related to well-being, comfort, protection

and community that have become amplified consumer

priorities. The starting point for any product design for 2022

will be to define how it can slot into the fast-emerging but

imperfect circular economy. Consumers will increasingly be

weighing up their needs versus their wants, so successful

designs will focus on minimizing climate impact and waste,

while maximizing value at every stage of the product life

cycle.

Autumn/Winter 22 will be affected by big consumer shifts

borne out of an unprecedented pandemic and will see new

Ms  Amla Srivastava, Head Designer,

EPCH, seen making a presentation on

the trends in the presence of Mr. Ravi K

Passi, immediate past Chairman, EPCH;

and Mr. Siddharth Tyagi, Assistant

Director, EPCH
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and accelerated priorities emerge for design. The shift to social

commerce will revolutionize the way fashion is consumed, and

will see the term local redefined to mean not just physically

proximate but also socially close. Design details and hardware

components translate some of these new challenges through

problem-solving design in connected components and purposeful

upcycling.

In her presentation, Ms. Amla Srivastava shared a

comprehensive overview of the key trends for Accessories,

Footwear & Jewellery for Autumn/Winter 22 on the parameters

as well as Key items like Solid Materials, Hardware & Details, Leather

& Non-Leather, Jewellery Key Directions for Men & Women.  She

informed the participants that the need for season less, timeless

and classic limitarian design continues to drive the development

of jewellery items for Autumn/Winter 22 and evaluated some of

the key items for women's wear as well as menswear market.

Speaking during the awareness webinar, Mr. Ravi K. Passi,

informed the participants that the latest Trend Forecast is

very important to maintain the boost to the exports of

handicrafts and fashion jewellery segment and EPCH is

proactive in its efforts to update its member exporters on

the latest trend forecast. 
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How to increase profit in your pocket by using Solar Energy
23rd July 2021; EPCH New Delhi

applications, photovoltaic solar panels are much more common

than other types.

Ms. Bhambri further mentioned that most factories run during

the day time and electricity cost as per TOD (Time of Day ) charges

are highest in the afternoon and this is also the best time to get

maximum generation through solar power.  In case an exporter

wishes to expand his manufacturing, he would be required to

Guest faculty : Ms. Ruchi Bhambri and Mr. Naveen Nagpal from BSES, seen alongside

Mr. Rajesh Rawat, Director, EPCH

It has become a viable option for consumers

and businesses, as technology has advanced

and costs have fallen. There are many ways to

profit from solar energy when both fuel and

oil prices are low and when the price of oil

rises in the future. She explained that solar energy typically works

by converting light energy from the sun into electricity.

Photovoltaic (PV) energy is created by using flat solar panels that

can be affixed to a structure's roof or arrayed across open spaces.

Another method, known as thermal solar, uses a series of mirrors

to focus the sun's energy on a single point to turn water into

steam, which then turns a turbine. For consumer and business

EPCH organised an awareness webinar

(virtually) on "How to increase profit in your pocket

by using Solar Energy" on zoom platform. Mr. Ravi

K Passi, immediate past Chairman, EPCH; and

Mr. R K Verma, Executive Director, EPCH, alongwith

a large number of member exporters from PAN

India like Jaipur, Jodhpur, Moradabad, Mumbai,

North-East States, Delhi NCR, Narsapur, Bangalore,

etc. Guest faculty were,  Ms Ruchi Bhambri, expert

on the subject and Mr. Naveen Nagpal from BSES.

Mr. Naveen Nagpal from BSES shared his

vast experience in the field of sustainable Solar

Energy. Ms Ruchi Bhambri informed about

harnessing the importance of solar energy.
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increase the load, that will add to the cost of getting new cables,

SLDC Cost and also a fixed recurring cost will increase. Instead he

can add a solar power plant where we can get the extra load

power through solar (so no fixed cost or any MDI penalties).

Factories have idle roof tops, and solar plants can be installed

there. As a result, temperature in the shed below would be

reduced.

Mr. Ravi K Passi, immediate past Chairman, EPCH while

addressing the participants, said that most state governments

offer some sort of tax subsidy or grants to encourage more

widespread solar panel usage. As a result, the final cost after

installation may be less than the sticker price.

Mr. R K Verma, Executive Director, EPCH said that solar

power is becoming more affordable and more efficient at

turning the sun's energy into usable electricity. For those

seeking an investment option in the solar power, solar energy

is a good option. People can also profit from solar energy by

having solar panels installed on their own homes or

businesses in order to take advantage of solar energy to

reduce utility bills. 


